
 

Miracle Bingo by Doruk Ulgen

An Unforgettable Game of 'Chance'...

With "Miracle Bingo" you are able to predict/control the outcome of a completely
innocent looking game of bingo; who, when, with which number will win the game
and so many other possibilities.

This interactive game can be learned and performed by ANYONE in a matter of
minutes, allowing YOU to control the outcome of the games, OR have the event
host become the star of the show by calling the game!"Miracle Bingo" is a
perfect way to up-sell your shows with a magical game that involves the whole
audience.

"Miracle Bingo" will allow you to predict or control the outcome of the game in
many different ways: 

Who will win/lose 
Exactly how many people will win/lose (one person, several people or
even everybody) 
When will someone win (after how many numbers are called or even
clock time) 
Which numbers are going to be winning numbers (repeat the game with a
different outcome each time including different winning numbers) 
Who will win first/second/third...

"Miracle Bingo" is easy to learn for a beginner and effective enough for a
seasoned professional: 

1 minute reset allows you to repeat the game with different winning
numbers 
Every card has different numbers, and they win with different numbers! 
Have one person win, or everyone at the same time (or even have
multiple winners separately with different numbers called) 
Packs small, plays huge - perform for an intimate group or in the largest
auditorium 
Can be performed at any time during your show: as a fast paced
energetic opener, an interactive game in the middle of your show, or as a
fun, memorable finale 
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Everything can be examined 
Use to up-sell your show or perform as a single activity for your clients

Standard Routine: The performer hands a closed prediction to a spectator
before the game begins where it remains in view throughout. The game host
distributes the innocent bingo cards to the audience. People can look at each
other's cards and see all cards, numbers, rows are different! Game host
introduces mini number discs that are going to be picked, they may be examined
and thrown in to a see thru bag (optionally an opaque bag), then mixed. To be a
winner the player must have a card and mark a row (horizontally, vertically or
diagonally) of 5 called numbers. The game host explains that more than one card
may win at the same time, but there may NOT be two winners. In order to break
the tie, the first one to jump out of their seat and shout "BINGO" (or whatever
else you wish such as your name, company name, etc...) is the winner. The
game begins. The game host OR someone from the audience may start selecting
the numbers; as the numbers are called, players mark their cards accordingly. As
the game progresses the excitement builds. Spectators can see each other's
cards, marking different numbers, anticipating different numbers to win! Under
your control as one number is selected one or more people stand up and shout
"BINGO"! We have a winner/s! Even though they have different cards, different
winning numbers, more than one person can win at the same time! It's
completely under your control! Now the prediction is revealed, untouched by the
performer. The spectator reads out loud the name or names of the winners, when
they will win and with which number they will win, all having been predicted
correctly! Even all winning numbers may be predicted if you wish. "Miracle
Bingo" is a sure fire way to bring a mixture of reactions and excitement from
your audience - fun, laughter, amazement, excitement. The bingo cards may be
kept as a souvenir of this memorable game.

Multi Step Routine: After one person has won, the game may continue with
more winners first, second, third etc. They all win at different times, with different
numbers, yet you are still able to predict who, when, and which number will win!
Everything is under your control.

Basically you can have a completely rigged bingo game where you determine
who, when, with which numbers are going to be winners!

Losers Routine: Have EVERYONE win at the same time except one (or a
selected number of) cards does not win. You determine who this person or
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people will be. After the game ends, you act surprised to this seemingly miracle
and ask if anyone has not won. You ask which numbers these unlucky people
were expecting and once you hear it you explain the weird numbers you were
thinking while coming to the show which you wrote down. You open your
prediction which says the unlucky people's names, and numbers they were
expecting to win!

Winners Routine: If you want to make everyone happy, you can have everyone
win at the same time and shout out the selected word as the winning words,
creating an incredible sound, synergy and a stunning effect. Make everyone a
winner with "Miracle Bingo"! Everyone will be jumping out of their seat! No
exaggeration! The routine supplied will give you all the details and tips to get the
most sound possible!

Highly Mental Routine: Predetermine the number of calls that are going to be
picked by the audience. Let's say the audience decided on 34 calls. Once 34
numbers have been drawn, the game host reveals his prediction which tells the
exact number of people who have a winning card and who has a losing card.
Since the number of calls and the selected numbers were unknown, this
becomes an impossible prediction. Furthermore the game host can ask non-
winners to think of the numbers they need and then call out several more
numbers to have everyone who has not won so far, win with these called
numbers! Possibilities are endless...

Strong Points:

- Anyone can learn and do any of the routines in a few minutes
- Tailor the length of the routine to your needs: decide how many
numbers will be picked before you have a winner, how many people will
win or lose, which numbers will be winners and more...
- Fantastic piece of active entertainment which involves the whole crowd
- Perfect for any type of performance: corporate, motivational, birthday
events and more.
- Completely customizable outcome, make the winning word anything
(have the winners yell your name or company name/slogan upon
completing bingo)
- Can be presented for small or large crowds
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- Does not need to be presented as a magic trick, can be sold as a stand
alone activity for any event
- Perfect as an ice breaker at the beginning, as a dynamic interlude, or a
memorable finale!
- Present as a solid piece of fun entertainment, or as a serious mental
routine
- Add your contact information on the bingo cards for extra publicity!
- Reset the game in just one minute

Miracle Bingo includes:

- 60 reusable "Miracle Bingo" cards (Top quality card stock!)
- Bingo number discs to call out the numbers
- Printable calling sheets to mark selected numbers for each performance
- Transparent bag for number selection
- Alternative opaque bag for number selection
- Detailed online video instructions (90+ minutes) by Doruk Ulgen,
showing various routines, performance ideas, tips and marketing advice
on how to up-sell your show by performing "Miracle Bingo"
- Written instructions for easy recall, cheat card for easy reset
- Regular Bingo cards with different design for when you wish to play fair!

Extra Miracle Bingo cards will be available on request (You don't need more
than 60 cards even if you are playing for a crowd in thousands but in case you
want to have more cards, they are available) 
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